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Background Because conventional single-cell strategies rely on
dissociating tissues into suspensions that lose spatial context,1

we developed Slide-TCR-seq to sequence both whole transcrip-
tomes and TCRs with 10mm-spatial resolution, & applied it
to renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC) treated with immune check-
point inhibitors (ICI).
Methods Slide-TCR-seq combines Slide-seqV22 3—a 10mm-res-
olution spatial approach utilizing mRNA capture and DNA-
barcoded beads—with sensitive targeted capture of TCR
sequences (rhTCRseq,4 previously developed by our group),
thereby enabling amplification of segments extending from
upstream of CDR3 to the 3’-end of the TCR transcript (figure
1A). We tested Slide-TCR-seq first on OT-I murine spleen and
then applied this methodology to 3 patients‘ pre-aPD-1
ccRCC samples5 and a post-aPD-1 metastasis to investigate
the spatial, functional, and clonotypic organization of T cells
in relationship to tumor using RCTD,6 spatial enrichment,
and spatial expression analyses.
Results Using Slide-TCR-seq, we first recapitulated native spa-
tial structure of OT-I mouse spleen (figure 1B-G). TCRα/b
CDR3 sequences were detected on 37.1% of beads with Trac/
Trbc2 constant sequences—comparable to other scTCRseq
methods. Because the clonal and spatial context of TILs have
been increasingly implicated in immunotherapy resistance, we
used Slide-TCR-seq to analyze a lung ccRCC metastasis fol-
lowing aPD-1 therapy. We employed unsupervised clustering
to delineate the tumor, intervening boundary, and lung com-
partments, and RCTD analyses to spatially map individual cell
types; together recapitulating the architecture observed in cor-
responding histology (figure 2). We identified 1,132 unique
clonotypes, with distinct spatial distributions spanning the tis-
sue compartments. Eight clonotypes were significantly enriched
in tumor, whereas 5 were depleted (all p<0.05) (figure 3).
We then analyzed the relationships between the T cells’ clono-
type, gene expression, and tumor infiltration depth among clo-
notypes. Using a T-cell geneset associated with poor response
to ICI,7 we dichotomized T-clonotype beads by geneset
expression, and found spatial segregation of this geneset’s
expression both within and across clonotypes (figure 4). TCR-
4—the most significantly tumor-enriched clonotype—and TCR-
2 displayed high expression of the poor ICI response geneset
near the tumor’s edge, but low expression deeper in the
tumor compartment; indicating that there are transcriptionally
distinct subpopulations of these clonotypes, which depended
on the extent of their tumor infiltration.
Conclusions Slide-TCR-seq effectively integrates spatial tran-
scriptomics with TCR detection at 10mm resolution, thereby
relating T cells’ clonality and gene expression to their spatial
organization in tumors. Our findings suggest that a clonotype’s
T cells may exhibit mixed responses to ICI depending on their
spatial localization. The heterogeneity among clonotypes, in
both gene expression and organization, underscores the impor-
tance of studying the TCR repertoire with spatial resolution.

Abstract 76 Figure 1 Slide-TCR-seq spatially localizes T cell receptors
and transcriptome information. a. Schematic of Slide-TCR-seq, in which
tissue is placed onto an in situ barcoded bead array. cDNA libraries
prepared with Slide-seqV2 are split prior to fragmentation with one
portion used for targeted amplification via rhTCRseq optimized for use
with Slide-seq libraries. Slide-TCR-seq provides gene expression, cell
type, and clonotype information in space. b. Serial sections of the OT-1
mouse spleen with hematoxylin and eosin stain show characteristic
architecture of red pulp and white pulp separation. c. Spatial
reconstruction of Slide-TCR-seq array for a corresponding section of OT-I
mouse spleen, with RCTD immune cell type assignment. NK = natural
killer. d. Gene expression gaussian-filtered heatmap for visualizing the
spatial distribution of gene markers for marginal zone (Marco), red
blood cells (RBCs; Gypa), and CD8 T cells (Cd8a). e and f. Comparing
the spatial distribution of constant (left) and variable (right) sequences
for TCRa (e) and TCRb (f), with superimposed density plot. g. The
fraction of beads that capture CDR3 variable sequences (y-axis) when
constant UMIs are captured (x-axis) for TCRa (left, light blue) and TCRb
(right, dark blue), with the number of corresponding beads along the
top axis. All scale bars: 500 mm.

Abstract 76 Figure 2 Slide-TCR-seq identifies spatial differences
between T cell clonotypes in renal cell carcinoma. (a) H&E stain of a
ccRCC metastasis to the lung following PD-1 blockade therapy. (b) The
compartment assignment of lung (green), immune cell boundary
(orange), and tumor (blue) by applying K-nearest neighbors to cell types
determined by unsupervised clustering from Slide-TCR-seq of a
sequential tissue section. (c) Spatial reconstruction of cell type identifies
using RCTD anaysis of the Slide-TCR-seq data. (d) Spatial localization of
T cell clonotypes (n=447 clonotypes, colored by clonotype) from the the
Slide-TCR-seq data.
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Abstract 76 Figure 3 Top: y-axis Significance of clonotype spatial
distributions compared against all other clonotypes with at least ten
beads per array from the ccRCC lung metastasis plotted against an x-
axis of magnitude of tumor enrichment or depletion (data from n=3
replicate arrays, two one-tailed K-S tests). Bottom: Visualization of
selected significant clonotypes, ordered by tumor enrichment, in tissue
compartments for a single array (T cells within the tumor compartment
are displayed as opaque, T cells within other compartments are
displayed as translucent).

Abstract 76 Figure 4 Spatial and molecular heterogeneity in
clonotype gene expression and tumor infiltration. a. The three axes —
spatial localization, gene expression, and T cell clonotype — that Slide-
TCR-seq can relate. b. Top: distribution of poor response to immune
checkpoint inhibitor treatment (’PRI’) geneset7 expression across all
clonotypes in the tumor region of the same post-PD1 inhibitor RCC lung
metastasis from figures 2–3 (from a single replicate) with kernel density
estimation. Yellow = clonotypes with lower than median PRI
expression; purple = clonotypes with PRI expression greater than or
equal to the median value. Bottom: localization of low (yellow) and
high (purple) PRI geneset expression clonotypes within the tumor region
(light blue) from the Slide-TCR-seq array shows their distinct spatial
separation (light blue = tumor region, orange = boundary region, green
= lung region). Scale bar: 500 mm. c. Smoothed histograms comparing
the distance infiltrated into tumor by two-tailed K-S test comparing low
(yellow) and high (purple) expression clonotypes, as dichotomized by
median expression of PRI. d. Comparing distance infiltrated into tumor
by two-tailed K-S test between low and high PRI expression T cells
across those clonotypes with at least 20 beads (n=7 clonotypes).
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